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Kaliyah is a drop dead gorgeous beauty who believes in using what she has to get what she wants.

She doesn't give her goodies to just anyone though. She prefers wealthy Caucasian men. Brothers

are not to her liking. She has a thirst for the good life that she feels they cannot fulfill. That is until

she crosses paths with Thrill. Initially uninterested Kaliyah has no words for Thrill but once she finds

out about the paper that he is sitting on it changes the game. Will her thirst end up being her

downfall?
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I bought this book based off of the ratings. I felt that it was well worth it until the end. I've heard of

setting something up for a sequel but no mam!!!!! You do NOT build up to a climax and then end the

story without an ending. I really wish at least one review would have given me a heads up. This was

a really good story with a great set up but without a ending I can not give this more stars. Guess I

paid .99 to write my own ending smhAnd if someones knows where the other half is please let me

know...I would love to know what happens at the end

this is a great book, I sooo want to read the next part of this, the cliff hanger at the end is killing me, I



cant get over it!well written and keeps you guessing all the way through, characters are well

developed and so is the story, and it keeps you reading, I couldn't put it down!it is a must read for

me, and i am now reading other books by this auther!RECOMMENED!!!!!!!!!!

This author has become a berry impressing author and although this is just the 3rd book I have read

by by this author I can not wait until she release more I am becoming an addict to read, hear, or see

new release from author La'Tonya West another great book congrats girl you have done it again

and I am sure the world knows and see your worthy and are a wonderful author who should

definitely be on the world's #1 best sellers list great job

I don't understand why you wouldn't end the book even if you wanted to give us a part two. I've read

a many book of this genre and others and I have never been left hanging like this. I think we all

would like to know what happens with Kaleyah, Thrill, Xay, and Kent. So give your readers what

they want a part two. Had the book ended better I would have given four stars

This book is just ok. The ending sucks, and I had to skip back to ensure I didn't skip any parts. You

are reading, then it feels like a lot was skipped over. Not happy with this book at all. Don't waste

your time or money.

This is a fun book and definitely worth the read. The book features a gold digging hussy, who is out

to get hers by selling her most prized possession to the highest bidder. But she encounters a man

by the name of Thrill , who knocks her off her high pedestal. Follow these two on their cat and

mouse game as they are out there to get theirs. It had some interesting twists and surprises. I look

forward to reading the second part. BUY IT

Just when things are starting to get good the story comes to an abrupt end. I really hate when we

writers do this. It's like telling our readers we don't have faith in them or the work we've

written.Listen most reader are very loyal to the authors they read if the work keeps them interested.

Stopping a work in the middle of peaking the readers interest only upsets the reader and pushes

them to find a new author to fall in love with. Yes, there are those readers out there willing to give

the next saga a try because they have a need to find out what happens next. But that decision

should be left to the reader and they should not be bullied into having to buy the next book because

we didn't have enough confidence in our writing to finish what we started or at least bring the reader



to a point in the story where a stopping point makes better reading.Now with all of that said, read

this segment of the story at your own risk. And to prevent yourself from getting mad at the author for

where she leaves the reader. You should make a decision now to purchase the second book (only if

you are familiar with this authors previous works)so that you can jump into it immediately to prevent

yourself from getting upset. If this is your first encounter with the author I would read some of her

other pieces first they are better, but be warned she has a tendency to leave the read hanging

often.Happy reading!

LA'TONYA WEST DID HER THING. I LOVED and ENJOYED THIRSTY. I was TOTALLY

ENGROSSED until the VERY LAST PAGE. KALIYAH was TRULY a THIRSTY GOLD DIGGER. I

HAVE to ADMIT her GAME was TIGHT. Will TREVOR aka THRILL be the ONE, to MAKE KALIYAH

WANT to CHANGE her SCANDALOUS WAYS? CAN'T WAIT for pt.2. THIRSTY IS SOOOOOOOO

RECOMMENDED.................
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